
Artificial intelligence and  
the future of humanity 



Human flourishing  
must remain the core objective  

of all technological progress 
(Humanistic Futurism)



We are at the  
pivot point  

of exponential 
technological  

change
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Artificial Intelligence (IA, AI, AGI) 

Human Genome Editing 

Quantum Computing 

Nanotechnology 



Artificial Intelligence: “computer systems able to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence,  
such as visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages”









First we electrified now we cognify:  
Fundamental impact on human existence is imminent





The question is no longer if technology can do something but why? and who?



Technology is exponential  

Humans are not 

Nature is cyclical

Should humans strive to become exponential, as well?



Is ‘more human than human… transcending humanity’ a worthy goal?

Bladerunner (the good old version) 



How ‘computable’ are we?



Are humans ’solvable’ … computable… machines?



Yet machines don’t think like humans do!
Thinking Machines |  Cognitive Computing  | Deep Learning | Artificial Intelligence

We think with the body not the brain (Daniel Kahneman)

We know a lot more than we can tell, and we can’t automate 
what we don’t understand (the Polanyi Paradox)



 Trust isn't digital, happiness isn’t a program, relationships aren’t code



Social intelligence (human) 
Emotional intelligence (human) 

Intellectual intelligence (human) 

Artificial intelligence (machines)



Data is the new oil. AI is the new electricity: vast economic temptations



Unimaginable 
profits ahead?



Unimaginable 
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The challenges of artificial intelligence (social vs. existential)

Intelligent Assistance (IA, narrow AI) 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) 

Artificial Super-Intelligence (ASI)

Social ,  
cultural and  
economic  

issues

EXISTENTIAL 
issues



Address the global food problem 

Stop or even reverse global warming 

Prevent or slow down many major diseases  

Cheaply desalinate as much water as desired 

Solve the energy problem (i.e. reach abundance) 

Move towards some form of sustainable capitalism

        Within the next 20 years AI will help us to:
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But exponential and combinatorial progress could also lead to recursive  
self-improvement of AI - an ‘intelligence explosion’



Increasing digitisation, automation, virtualisation and robotization of human relationships
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Increasing digitisation, automation, virtualisation and robotization of human relationships



Right now, the biggest challenge is not that machines will  
take over but that we become too much like them



… or that we start to confuse amazing simulations with actual human existence 



‘Eating the world’ is one thing… ‘cheating the world’ is another!



 Technology and democracy : tools or weapons ?
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“Technology has been very good at giving us what we want,  

but less good at giving us what we need” (Arianna Huffington)



“Technology has been very good at giving us what we want,  

but less good at giving us what we need” (Arianna Huffington)



Judgement Erosion 
Machine Thinking 

Reductionism 
Worm-holing 

De-skilling 
Abdication 



Super-smart… but no longer human?



Super-smart… but no longer human?



We are building a new meta-intelligence: security, accountability, values, ethics?
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http://autonomousweapons.org/
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How will we prevent an AI arms-race?
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How will we prevent an AI arms-race?



WILL IT BE 
GAME OVER  

FOR HUMANS?

“THERE SHOULD BE SOME REGULATORY OVERSIGHT AT INTERNATIONAL LEVEL  
TO MAKE SURE WE DON’T DO SOMETHING FOOLISH”  

(ELON MUSK - TESLA)

“THE MOST PROMISING FUTURE IS ONE WHERE WE DO NOT POSTPONE INNOVATION  
BUT NEITHER DO WE DISMISS THE EXPONENTIAL RISKS  

AS “SOMEBODY ELSE’S BUSINESS” 
(GERD LEONHARD)



Who is mission 
control for 
humanity?



"Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a right  
(or the power) to do and what is the right thing to do”                                                        

adapted from Potter Stewart



Anything that can be digitized or automated, will be…



Yet anything that cannot be digitized or automated will become much more valuable   



“Algorithms outperform human intelligence when it is not about understanding  
emotional states, intentions, interpretations, deep semantic skills, consciousness,  

self-awareness and flexible intelligence”  (via Luciano Floridi)



Sources: Vanguard calculations based on data from McKinsey & Company, US Bureau of Labor Statistics, and US Department of Labor O*NET OnLine   

Time humans spend on human-only tasks 
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Time humans spend on human-only tasks 



We need ‘new’ skills to prosper in this coming era of intelligent machines 





#hellven AI-  
the choice is ours!



The 2017 FutureOfLife AI Principles:  how could exponential technological 
progress remain humanly sustainable?

Human Values: all systems to be designed  
and operated with ideals of human dignity,  

rights, freedoms and cultural diversity

 Shared benefit and prosperity: to empower people,  

foster autonomy - not dependence

Ecosystem thinking: ethical, economical  

and societal issues need to be included

  Responsibility: those who design, build  

or run these systems are moral stakeholders



Technology  |  Algorithms Humanity  |  Androrithms

We need to invest in BOTH



Stay happy stay human!



Thanks for your time  
and attention! 


